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Economic and Management Science, Grade 9 2013-07-11

study master economic and management sciences grade 9 has been especially developed by an experienced author team for the curriculum and
assessment policy statement caps this new and easy to use course helps learners to master essential content and skills in economic and
management sciences

Economic and Management Sciences, Grade 9 2015-05-29

written for curriculum 2005 this popular senior phase course equips learners with the knowledge and practical entrepreneurial skills to play
a vital role in the development of our economy the teacher s guides provide valuable resource material

Study and Master Economic and Management Sciences Grade 9 CAPS Excercise Book 2013-10-31

study master economic and management sciences grade 8 has been especially developed by an experienced author team for the curriculum and
assessment policy statement caps this new and easy to use course helps learners to master essential content and skills in economic and
management sciences

Economic and Management Sciences 2002

this book presents a comprehensive analysis of the alterations and problems caused by new technologies in all fields of the global digital
economy the impact of artificial intelligence ai not only on law but also on economics is examined in the first part the economics of ai are
explored including topics such as e globalization and digital economy corporate governance risk management and risk development followed by
a quantitative econometric analysis which utilizes regressions stipulating the scale of the impact in the second part the author presents
the law of ai covering topics such as the law of electronic technology legal issues ai and intellectual property rights and legalizing ai
case studies from different countries are presented as well as a specific analysis of international law and common law this book is a must
read for scholars and students of law economics and business as well as policy makers and practitioners interested in a better understanding
of legal and economic aspects and issues of ai and how to deal with them

Headstart Economic and Management Sciences 2013

this book aims to provide comprehensive coverage of the field of air transportation giving attention to all major aspects such as aviation
regulation economics management and strategy the book approaches aviation as an interrelated economic system and in so doing presents the
big picture of aviation in the market economy it explains the linkages between domains such as politics society technology economy ecology
regulation and how these influence each other examples of airports and airlines and case studies in each chapter support the application
oriented approach students and researchers in business administration with a focus on the aviation industry as well as professionals in the
industry looking to refresh or broaden their knowledge of the field will benefit from this book

Successful Economic and Management Sciences 2001-08-30

this book explores the historical and economic development of south korea its culture as well as the benefits opportunities and challenges
that german companies have faced in their cooperation with south korean enterprises more specifically it juxtaposes economic miracle markets
such as japan and west germany which rose from the ashes after the second world war with the help of a century of bustling industrial age
with south korea which developed from virtually nothing the book also addresses why south korea s history geography society culture and
economic capabilities remain widely unknown and unnoticed among westerners despite south korean companies being among the global market
leaders in a number of industries particularly in the automobile and hardware segments written from the point of view of a seasoned business
expert on the country economic miracle market south korea is essential reading for business and economics research academics looking to
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improve their knowledge of this relatively unknown success story as well as for practitioners in industry looking to optimize their dealings
with south korean business partners

Economic & Management Sciences 2017

the proceedings shed light on selected topics including economic management public administration and green development featuring scholarly
works from the 4th international conference on economic management and green development icemgd 2021 this volume of proceedings showcases
the papers composed with regard to a diverse range of topics situated at the intersecting field of economic management public administration
and green development arising as the top concern of the global community issues of green development impose challenges for the academia to
bridge the interdisciplinary prowess in tackling the gap of knowledge within concerned fields icemgd 2021 is an annual conference initiated
by the year of 2017 under the goal of bringing together intellectuals from economics business management public administration and otherwise
related spheres for the share of research methods and theoretical breakthroughs the aim of the proceeding volume is for the integration of
social scientific research methods with research into alarming development issues the icemgd 2021 seeks to promote joint initiatives among
well established fields like macro and microeconomics international economics finance agricultural economics health economics business
management and marketing strategies regional development studies social governance and sustainable development featuring interdisciplinary
contributions this book will be of interest to researchers academics professionals and policy makers in the field of economic management
public administration and development studies

New Era Economic & Management Sciences 2006

energy drives the economy economics informs policy and policy affects social outcomes since the oil crises of the 1970s pundits have debated
the validity of this sequence but most economists and politicians still ignore it thus they delude the public about the underlying influence
of energy costs and constraints on economic policies that address such pressing contemporary issues as income inequality growth debt and
climate change to understand why carey king explores the scientific and rhetorical basis of the competing narratives both within and between
energy technology and economics energy and economic discourse seems to mirror newton s 3rd law of motion for every narrative there is an
equal and opposite counter narrative the competing energy narratives pit drill baby drill against renewable technologies such as wind and
solar both claim to provide secure reliable clean and affordable energy to support economic growth with the most benefit to society but how
to answer this question we need to understand the competing economic narratives techno optimism and techno realism techno optimism claims
that innovation overcomes any physical resource constraints and enables the social outcomes and economic growth we desire techno realism in
contrast states that no matter what energy technologies we use feedbacks from physical growth on a finite planet constrain economic growth
and create an uneven distribution of social impacts in the economic superorganism you will discover stories data science and philosophy to
guide you through the arguments from competing narratives on energy growth and policy you will be able to distinguish the technically
possible from the socially viable and understand how our future depends on this distinction

Study and Master Economic and Business Management Grade 7 for CAPS Learner's Book 2013-07-11

the sovnarkhoz reform of 1957 was designed by khrushchev to improve efficiency in the soviet economic system by decentralising economic
decision making from all union branch ministries in moscow to the governments of the individual republics and regional economic councils
based on extensive original research including unpublished archival material this book examines the reform discussing the motivations for it
which included khrushchev s attempt to strengthen his own power base the book explores how the process of reform was implemented especially
its impact on the republics and analyses why the reform which was reversed in 1959 failed overall the book reveals a great deal about the
workings and the shortcomings of the soviet economic system at its height

Economic and Management Sciences, Grade 8 2013-07-11

this book explains the place of oil in the economic and political predicaments that now confront the west thompson explains the problems
that the rising cost of oil posed in the years leading up to the 2008 crash and the difficulties that a volatile oil market now poses to
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economic recovery under the conditions of high debt low growth and quantitative easing the author argues that the gordian knot created by
the economic and political dynamics of supply and demand oil in the present international economy poses a fundamental challenge to the
assumption of economic progress embedded in western democratic expectations

Economics and Law of Artificial Intelligence 2021-01-11

many organizational leaders may not even realize that most of their strategic decisions are made without accurate or full information and
yet more than 40 years of socio economic research indicate that around 40 of what happens economically in organizations is not taken into
consideration by traditional accounting this lack of information affects an organization s effectiveness by turning organizational functions
into dys functions which leads to hidden costs socio economic research shows that average hidden costs are more than 20 000 per employee per
year socio economic approach to management seam is a different way to lead and manage organizations or to put simply steer them what
differentiates seam from traditional management first seam focuses on both the people and economic sides of the workplace second seam
identifies and reduces hidden costs through engaging employees and developing their potential the results are increased efficiency and
profitability sustainable organizational development and higher employee engagement seam was developed in france and is little known in the
us this book provides a sound introduction to seam for the english speaking audience the book will be of interest for organizational leaders
and managers who search new ideas techniques and tools to increase the efficiency of their organizations the book will also be beneficial
for change management and hr practitioners contents readership graduate students and practitioners interested in organizational management
and change keywords socio economic management seam management organizational effectiveness human potentialreview key features provides a
comprehensible english introduction to a socio economic approach to management and organizational change which was developed in france
summarizes socio economic theory and describes the essential socio economic management tools includes the experience of american consultants
who have implemented seam in different types of organizations industries and us states

Aviation Systems 2011-08-17

this edited collection explores the links between human capital both in the form of health and in the form of education demographic change
and economic growth using empirical as well as theoretical perspectives the authors investigate several important issues in the context of
human capital namely population ageing inequality public policy and long term economic development ultimately they demonstrate that the
accumulation of human capital is of crucial importance to long run economic growth

Economic Miracle Market South Korea 2016-03-07

this volume provides an accessible and up to date account of the difficulties that the zimbabwean economy and its population experienced
during the crisis which peaked in 2008 it details the suffering and chaos that befell the country with dramatic socio economic consequences
on growth macroeconomic stability service delivery livelihoods and development the volume seeks to provide a political economy analysis of
leadership and economic management in developing economies based on zimbabwe s experience it examines the triggers of the crisis and the
negative impact on productive sectors such as manufacturing and agriculture social sectors such as education and health and on financial
services the volume will be of interest to students of policy and economic management as well as to government departments central banks in
developing countries development agencies donors and ngos

Proceedings of the 4th International Conference on Economic Management and Green Development
2022-08-16

uk compilation of essays on economic planning and economic administration includes essays on the relationship between central planning and
economic growth and organisation the organisation and functions of government and public administration university problems the role of
economists in economic policy making etc and includes a bibliography of the writings of ely devons biography devons e
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The Economic Superorganism 2020-10-07

air traffic management economics regulation and governance provides the latest insights on approaches and issues surrounding the economic
regulation and governance of air traffic management atm the book begins by explaining what atm is showing its importance within the aviation
industry it then outlines the unique institutional characteristics that govern atm also discussing its implications for economic regulation
and investment technological developments and the issues and approaches to safety regulation are also covered as are the implications atm
has on airports the book concludes with an exploration of future directions including the entry of drones into airspace and the introduction
of competition in atm services air traffic management plays a critical role in air transport impacting both air safety and the efficiency of
air services yet air navigation services are shifting from government provision to private industry creating the need for more critical
analysis of governance and economic regulation within the atm industry consolidates the latest economic regulation and reform material
regarding air traffic management provides numerous practical examples and real world case studies drawn from around the globe explores
economic regulation in both larger and smaller economies written from an objective informed and practical perspective by an experienced
regulation practitioner and researcher

Soviet Economic Management Under Khrushchev 2013-09-11

how is it that the modest pace of change which typified the french economy a century ago gave way after 1945 to a new revived capitalism and
a superior economic performance maclean traces the development of french economic and business life in the context of the european and
international economy over the past fifty years she examines the main economic trends and events from nationalization to privatization from
war with germany to reconciliation and ever greater union from the franc to the euro and from national champions to mega mergers with
foreign companies maclean argues that the new french capitalism of the twenty first century is the product of an ideological struggle in
which the forces of modernization triumphed over the old guard of french nationalism

Oil and the Western Economic Crisis 2017-05-18

waste to wealth proves that green and growth need not be binary alternatives the book examines five new business models that provide
circular growth from deploying sustainable resources to the sharing economy before setting out what business leaders need to do to implement
the models successfully

Socio-economic Approach To Management, The: Steering Organizations Into The Future 2018-04-05

the book brings together high quality research articles on advanced hydrological analysis advanced computational methods and the ecological
and sociological aspects of urban watershed management under one umbrella the rapid pace of urbanization not accompanied by any farsighted
holistic plan has reduced many cities in the developing world into multi hazard areas the most perceptible consequence of urbanization is
the change in land use and land cover which in turn impacts hydrological systems accordingly scientific studies on urban hydrology with due
emphasis on ecological and sociological aspects under changing climate are vital to the appropriate design of urban landscapes and civil
infrastructure works this book addresses precisely these issues offering a useful guide for environmentalists hydrologists and a broad range
of socio economic scientists exploring the environmental vulnerabilities arising from urbanization

Human Capital and Economic Growth 2019-11-26

this book constitutes a through refereed proceedings of the international conference on economics management accounting and business 2018
held on october 8 9 2018 at universitas muhammadiyah sumatera utara medan indonesia the conference was organized by faculty of economics and
business universitas muhammadiyah sumatera utara the 74 full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 152 submissions the
scope of the paper includes the followings management economics sharia economics accounting sharia accounting taxation digital technology
human resource management marketing financial banking sharia banking education economics accounting assurance assurance sharia actuaria
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information technology agricultural economic entrepreneurship technology business entrepreneurship internet marketing e business

Economic Management in a Hyperinflationary Environment 2016-02-11

this book is open access and illustrates the spatial distribution of the global change risk of population and economic systems with the maps
of environment global climate change global population and economic systems and global change risk the risks of global change are mapped at
0 25 degree grid unit the risk results and their contribution rates of the world at national level are unprecedentedly derived and ranked
the book can be a good reference for researchers and students in the field of global climate change and natural disaster risk management as
well as risk managers and enterpriser to understand the global change risk of population and economic systems

Papers on Planning and Economic Management 1970

this text seeks to raise the curtain on competitive pricing strategies and asserts that businesses often miss their best opportunity for
providing consumers with what they want an experience it presents a strategy for companies to script and stage the experiences provided by
their products

Air Traffic Management 2018-02-06

the papers in this volume cover the following areas government and industry the managed economy monetary policy fiscal policy economic
forecasting and economic planning economists in government

Economic Management and French Business 2002-10-02

this mono graph is intended for an advanced undergraduate or graduate course as weil as for the researchers who want a compilation of
developments in this rapidly growing field of operations research this is a sequel to our previous work entitled multiple objective decision
making methods and applications a state of the art survey no 164 of the lecture notes the literature on methods and applications of multiple
attribute decision making madm has been reviewed and classified systematically this study provides readers with a capsule look into the
existing methods their char acteristics and applicability to analysis of madm problems the basic madm concepts are defined and a standard
notation is introduced in part 11 also introduced are foundations such as models for madm trans formation of attributes fuzzy decision rules
and methods for assessing weight a system of classifying seventeen major madm methods is presented these methods have been proposed by
researchers in diversified disciplines half of them are classical ones but the other half have appeared recently the basic concept the
computational procedure and the characteristics of each of these methods are presented concisely in part 111 the computational procedure of
each method is illustrated by solving a simple numerical example part iv of the survey deals with the applications of these madm methods

Waste to Wealth 2016-04-30

this book analyses from a management perspective how the aviation industry can achieve a sustainability transformation in order to reach the
paris climate targets for 2050 and provides various strategic and operational recommendations in this regard it examines various elements of
the aviation system exhaustively including technologies consumers airlines airports and policies from both short and long term standpoints
specific questions and contradictions as well as concrete options for taking action are presented it also includes numerous practical case
studies which will help practitioners transfer the concepts into their everyday work the book is aimed at a broad professional audience
consisting of managers politicians and regulators but also at advanced students engaged in academic and professional education
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Urban Hydrology, Watershed Management and Socio-Economic Aspects 2016-10-25

a timely investigation of the potential economic effects both realized and unrealized of artificial intelligence within the united states
healthcare system in sweeping conversations about the impact of artificial intelligence on many sectors of the economy healthcare has
received relatively little attention yet it seems unlikely that an industry that represents nearly one fifth of the economy could escape the
efficiency and cost driven disruptions of ai the economics of artificial intelligence health care challenges brings together contributions
from health economists physicians philosophers and scholars in law public health and machine learning to identify the primary barriers to
entry of ai in the healthcare sector across original papers and in wide ranging responses the contributors analyze barriers of four types
incentives management data availability and regulation they also suggest that ai has the potential to improve outcomes and lower costs
understanding both the benefits of and barriers to ai adoption is essential for designing policies that will affect the evolution of the
healthcare system

Shuters Economic and Management Sciences 2006

the industrial revolution powered by oil and other fossil fuels is spiraling into a dangerous endgame the price of gas and food are climbing
unemployment remains high the housing market has tanked consumer and government debt is soaring and the recovery is slowing facing the
prospect of a second collapse of the global economy humanity is desperate for a sustainable economic game plan to take us into the future
here jeremy rifkin explores how internet technology and renewable energy are merging to create a powerful third industrial revolution he
asks us to imagine hundreds of millions of people producing their own green energy in their homes offices and factories and sharing it with
each other in an energy internet just like we now create and share information online rifkin describes how the five pillars of the third
industrial revolution will create thousands of businesses millions of jobs and usher in a fundamental reordering of human relationships from
hierarchical to lateral power that will impact the way we conduct commerce govern society educate our children and engage in civic life
rifkin s vision is already gaining traction in the international community the european union parliament has issued a formal declaration
calling for its implementation and other nations in asia africa and the americas are quickly preparing their own initiatives for
transitioning into the new economic paradigm the third industrial revolution is an insider s account of the next great economic era
including a look into the personalities and players heads of state global ceos social entrepreneurs and ngos who are pioneering its
implementation around the world

Study and Master Economic and Business Management Grade 9 for CAPS Teacher's Guide 2013-07-09

a systematic treatment of the economics of the modern firm this text draws on the insights of various areas in modern economics and other
disciplines and presents the central problems in organizations of motivating people and co ordinating their activities

New Era Economic & Management Sciences 2006

Economic and Management Sciences 2001

Shuters Economic & Management Sciences 2001

ICEMAB 2018 2019-10-29
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Economic and Management Sciences 2007

Atlas of Global Change Risk of Population and Economic Systems 2022

The Experience Economy 1999

Essays in Economic Management 2013-11-05

Multiple Attribute Decision Making 2012-12-06

Sustainable Aviation 2022-02-24

The Economics of Artificial Intelligence 2024-03-05

The Third Industrial Revolution 2011-10-04

Economics, Organization, and Management 1992
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